Introduction
Welcome to our new season of bible studies.
Since the fundamental basis of the bible and God’s relationship to
mankind is founded on COVENANT the study of Covenants it is a good
place to start.

The Christian must understand COVENANT as Covenants are
foundational to our faith. Just like bread is foundational to butter.
Covenants are also a foundation to our understanding of God and how
God works
AND most importantly understanding God’s covenant with us is
fundamental for us to understand the kind of relationship we are in
with God.

Covenant is a BIG word in the bible. It occurs 295 times in the NIV
translation and there are many stories of covenants and covenant
making in the bible some of which we will look at over the weeks.
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Objectives: To understand
1.
2.

3.

4.

What is a Covenant?
The origins of Covenant making
and How a covenant is made.
The Covenant God made with
Abraham.
The NEW COVENANT.

So over the next three weeks we will go on what I hope is an
exciting journey into understanding how brilliant God is in
finding a way to save mankind.
God is HOLY mankind is SINFUL the two cannot mix …. And yet
God has found a way and He has found the way through
COVENANT.
So by the end of three weeks we will all know in some detail
what a Covenant is.
We will learn some cultural history of the origin of covenants
in the ancient world and vitally important how covenants were
made between parties in the ancient world.
We will look in detail at the covenant God made with the
father of our faith, Abraham and we will end with the most
blessed of covenants of all time the New Covenant in Jesus
blood.
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What is a COVENANT?

WHAT IS A COVENANT?
To understand this my thanks to David Pawson for his clear teaching on
defining a Covenant for the next few slides.
A covenant is a binding agreement between two persons based on
promises and commitments. There are not many examples in daily life its
not a word we use regularly at all.
The word we do use is Contract and life is full of contracts. However
there is a huge difference between a covenant and a contract
You can never have a contract with God we cannot get into an
agreement with God I’ll do this if you do that.
LETS THINK ABOUT A CONTRACT AND CONTRAST IT TO A COVENANT
Say you want to build a house; you find a builder and work out the
contract. You are on equal terms the builder has the skill to build and you
have the money. He wants your money and you want his skill to build the
house. It is similar to what we did in building the kitchenette and the
Hub, the multipurpose room, here in church. You both decide on a
contract. A certain price for a certain specification and within a certain
time.
All this is agreed and then you sign the contract. It is a serious and
binding contract. However if one party fails to keep the promise the
other party is released from the contract. If one side lets you down the
other side is free.
This is not so with a Covenant the person who made it cannot be
released from it even if the other party breaks it.
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What is a COVENANT?

Bigger than a CONTRACT?

There are many types of contracts. Business is built on it. Our daily life
is built on contracts many of which we are not aware of. For example
buying food or services is based on contract. There is such a thing as
the “Sale of Goods Act” that outlines the contract between the seller
and the buyer and will sort out the rights of each if something goes
wrong. For example you buy a chicken that says on the sell by date its
ok until 20th July however you open it on the 19th July and it is off you
can take it back to the shop and they will replace it immediately no
quibble.
However there is a fundamental difference between a Contract and a
Covenant: A contract is Bi lateral – two equal parties are in a position
to negotiate terms. However a covenant is Unilateral it is one sided
agreed by one party only they settle the terms as they are in the
stronger position. The stronger party defines the terms the other party
can only accept or reject. A covenant is always between someone who
is stronger over the weaker. The stronger decides all the terms of the
covenant the other party can only say yes or no accept or reject they
cannot change it. We try to turn God’s covenants into contracts. THINK
OF AN EXAMPLE……
In a covenant if one party lets you down the other is not released.
Even if broken by the weaker party. Most covenants are normally
unconditional however some can be conditional. If unconditional the
stronger party the one who made it is still bound by it.
So the first question to ask when reading about a covenant in the bible
is this; Is it conditional or unconditional? If its conditional it is more
like a contract. If unconditional it binds the party who made it despite
what happens on the other side.
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A great example of a type of Covenant is a will.
The covenant terms are all decided by the person whilst they
are living.

You write a will leaving all your property and assets to whom
you choose.
There is nothing the recipients can do; no negotiation they
have to abide by the will.
The person making the will has all the power.
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Difference between a last will and a
covenant
A last will is made by a TESTATOR who is stipulating
benefits for a BENEFICIARY to be effected UPON THE
DEATH of a testator.
A last will and testament requires an EXECUTOR who is
not the testator, who by the time the will is effected is
already dead.
Covenant means a solemn contract.
It is effective immediately, when the two parties are alive.
But is solemnized (celebrated) by death.
The covenant is negotiated by a MEDIATOR

But the type of Covenant God talks about in the bible is slightly
different to a Last will and Testament of a person.
A last will is made by a TESTATOR who is stipulating benefits for
a BENEFICIARY to be effected UPON THE DEATH of a testator.
A last will and testament requires an EXECUTOR who is not the
testator, who by the time the will is effected is already dead.
Covenant means a solemn contract.
It is effective immediately, when the two parties are alive. But
is solemnized (celebrated) by death.
The covenant is negotiated by a MEDIATOR
Of course you will realise that Jesus is the MEDIATOR of the
New Covenant.
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In the case of a will the covenant only becomes effective when the
person dies. When Jesus made the new covenant in his blood it could
not become effective until he died; Blood is associated with covenants
in the scripture and so also death is associated with covenant in
scripture. However we are jumping ahead.
Now the bible is the story of the covenants that God has voluntarily
made with human beings. God has made his testament and he wants
to make a will in our favour its almost unbelievable. God wants to
marry human beings.
He made a covenant with Abraham Isaac and Jacob. He took their
name I am the God of Abraham Isaac and Jacob. He made a covenant
with Israel and married them at Sinai. He will always be known as the
Holy one of Israel. When Israel broke the covenant what did God do.
Was his marriage conditional or unconditional? If conditional he can
ditch Israel and go with the church. If unconditional he has to stay loyal
to Israel and fulfil his covenant promises.
So a covenant is not a contract. You cannot bargain with God. A
Covenant is made by a stronger power and the recipient can only
accept or reject it. A covenant is linked to death and the shedding of
blood. This is the basis of the animal sacrificial system in the Old
Testament. There is no remission or in other words forgiveness of sin
without blood being shed. In this case the blood of bulls and sheep and
goats was accepted temporarily to cover the sins of the people.
However God made a better covenant with Human beings; a covenant
that is linked to the last will and testament of Jesus.
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Covenant Definition
It is a solemn legal contract.
It is effective immediately, when
the two parties are alive. But is
solemnized (celebrated) by death.
The covenant is negotiated by a
MEDIATOR

A Covenant is a LEGAL CONTRACT
The individual making the promise or agreement is known as
the covenantor, and the individual to whom such promise is
made is called the covenantee.
Covenants are really a type of contractual arrangement that, if
validly reached, is enforceable by a court of law.
A covenant, in the biblical sense, implies much more than a
contract or simple agreement. A contract always has an end
date, while a covenant is a permanent arrangement.
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A
Covenant
is LEGAL

A Covenant is a legal entity once made it is subject to law.
The bible is a Law book and full of God’s covenants and His
promises.

I have alluded to there being about 6 major covenants in the
bible and there are over 3,000 promises in the bible.
Some have even estimated over 8,000 promises in the bible.
God is a covenant making promise keeping God and all this is
set within the legal framework of God.
The bible is a law book and Rabbi means LAWYER
The covenants and promises of God are a wonderful legal
contract that God wants us to enter into.
We will unpack more of this contract over the weeks.
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Let’s turn our attention to the Bible and what the bible says
about Covenants for the rest of our Studies.
Just to keep you on the ball can you think of some biblical
covenants?
Shout them out.
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The bible is COVENANT
The Bible is in two sections
The Old Covenant (Old Testament)
and the New Covenant (New Testament)

THE BIBLE IS GOD’S COVENANT TO MANKIND
For our convenience we have divided the bible into two.
Before Christ and after Christ
We call before Christ the Old Covenant meaning The old Law of
God
Another name for the Old Covenant is Old Testament meaning
the Old story of God
And

We call after Christ the New Covenant meaning the New Law
of God
Another name for the New Covenant is New Testament
meaning the New story of God
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Typical view of God’s Covenants
WRATH OF
GOD

GRACE OF
GOD

Sadly this division or separation of the Bible can conjure up many
things
The Old Covenant – is often associated with God’s wrath and bad
stuff happening some Christians wont even read the Old Covenant
The New Covenant – associated with the Grace of God and nice
stuff happening some Christians think there are two Gods one
they don’t like and one they do.
This is the problem of division it can lead to misunderstanding.
However in follow up teaching on Covenants there are arguably
not 2 covenants of God but 6-8 Covenants of God in the Bible
There is more to the eye.
Typically it is implied that the Old Covenant is done away with and
has been replaced by the New Covenant
However there are still covenants in the Old Testament of the
Bible that are live and active today and reappear in the New
Testament. Typically concerning Israel.
More of this in the coming weeks.
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Biblical Covenant
Two Hebrew words for Covenant:

Hesed = Loving-kindness
Berith = To Cut pass between flesh

There are two Hebrew words associated with Covenant
Berith and Hesed
Both these words are DOING Words they have actions associated with
them.
Berith means to cut to draw blood from where we get the term BLOOD
COVENANT
Hesed means to actively show loving kindness
The term "cutting the covenant" comes from the Hebrew word
"BERITH", or the Greek word"DIATHEKE", which means to make a
covenant by cutting to make the blood flow. This act is usually referred
to as "cutting the covenant" and is performed in a sacred ceremony
because of the tremendous significance of the event.
There is a biblical term in the making of covenants “Cutting the
Covenant”
Gen 15:9-10 9 So the Lord said to him, "Bring me a heifer, a goat and a
ram, each three years old, along with a dove and a young pigeon.“
10 Abram brought all these to him, cut them in two and arranged the
halves opposite each other; the birds, however, he did not cut in half.
We will look at this in detail in two weeks time.
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Hesed means Loving kindness
The Hebrew is underneath remember to read from Right to
Left
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Hesed:

Unpacking Hesed has all these attributes attached to the
word Hesed.
The Hebrew language is exceptionally rich each word is made
up letters that also mean numbers and also have pictures
associated with them.
Therefore any Hebrew word can be unpacked.
This also explains some of the differences in the translations of
the bible where a certain aspect of a word is in one translation
and another aspect is in another translation.
Hesed means all the that you have been reading on the screen.
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Hessed an ACTION word
Is a CHOICE word not based on feelings based on
an ACT OF WILL.
• Is a SUBMISSIVE LOVE which is willing to yield in
order to serve.
• Is like PARENT or WOMB LOVE it is ferociously
protective and willing to sacrifice everything to
defend the loved one.
• Is a RESPONSIBLE LOVE, you are your brothers
keeper.
•

Hesed is an ACTION word
Is a CHOICE word not based on feelings but based on an ACT
OF WILL.

Is a SUBMISSIVE LOVE which is willing to yield in order to
serve.
Is like PARENT or WOMB LOVE it is ferociously protective and
willing to sacrifice everything to defend the loved one.
Is a RESPONSIBLE LOVE, you are your brothers keeper.
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Berit
בּרית
"to cut where blood flows“
The second biblical Hebrew word for Covenant is Berit
The literal meaning of Berit is “To cut where blood flows”
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Examples of
Cutting Covenants
Marriage
Wedding Ring

An example of a cutting covenant is the origin of the wedding
ring
Today we have gold rings that we wear on our wedding finger
symbolising we are married.
The trouble with a ring is that you can take it off and no one
would know about your covenant with your husband or wife.
The origin of the wedding ring is steeped in cutting blood
covenant.
The husband and wife would cut round their fingers and
mingle their blood in a marriage ceremony leaving a
permanent scar indicating the marriage. You could not take it
off.
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Examples of
Cutting Covenants
Blood brothers

Another example of a cutting covenant is the origin of the term
blood brother.
Two people who deeply loved each other (not in a sexual way)
and who were committed to each other would show this
commitment by cutting their arms and mingling their blood.
The term Blood Brother indicating their deep commitment to
each other. They of course would both carry the scar
reminding them of this commitment.
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Examples of
Cutting Covenants

Circumcision

Another example of a cutting covenant is the origin of the act
of circumcision. This is what happened to Abraham as we shall
see in week three of this series.
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Berit
בּרית
"to cut where blood flows“
Returning to the Hebrew word Berit
The literal meaning of Berit is “To cut where blood flows”
I said earlier that Hebrew is amazing and has word pictures
associated with each letter of the alphabet.
Hebrew words are formed by joining pictures to illustrate the
meaning of the word.
Breaking the word into its picture parts it look like this.
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בּרית

Berit / Covenant

 בּhouse of God.
 רperson or the highest.
 יwork or deed.
 תseal or cross.
Berit is formed by the Hebrew letters – bet, reysh, yood, and
tav.
These letters have the meaning:

בּ
ר
י
ת

house of God.
person or the highest.
work or deed.
seal or cross.

Or in other words:
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From the House of God a person of
the highest did a work on a cross
where His body was cut and His
blood flows that sealed the covenant
From the House of God a person of the highest did a work on
a cross that sealed the covenant.
Remember that the word Berit means to cut where blood
flows so putting this all together
From the House of God a person of the highest did a work on
a cross where His body was cut and His blood flows that
sealed the covenant
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So a Covenant is?

An EVERLASTING COMMITMENT.
A promise.
An agreement.
A contract.
In biblical terms sealed by BLOOD

An EVERLASTING COMMITMENT.
A promise.
An agreement.
A contract.

In biblical terms sealed by BLOOD
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Hesed / Berit / Covenant
A covenant, in the biblical sense, implies much
more than a contract or simple agreement. A
contract always has an end date, while a
covenant is a permanent arrangement.
 Another difference is that a contract generally
involves only one part of a person, such as a skill,
while a covenant covers a person's total being
body soul and mind.


Hesed / Berit / Covenant
A covenant, in the biblical sense, implies much more than a
contract or simple agreement. A contract always has an end
date, while a covenant is a permanent arrangement.
Another difference is that a contract generally involves only
one part of a person, such as a skill, while a covenant covers a
person's total being body soul and mind.
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Hesed / Berit / Covenant is:
a

contract or agreement made between two
parties sealed by the shedding of their blood.
 an everlasting commitment which can NEVER
be broken, with defined responsibilities.
 something which must be seriously thought
about before entering into and which is an
act of will rather than feeling. It involves the
whole person.

Hesed / Berit / Covenant is:
a contract or agreement made between two parties
sealed by the shedding of their blood.

an everlasting commitment which can NEVER be broken,
with defined responsibilities.
something which must be seriously thought about before
entering into and which is an act of will rather than
feeling. It involves the whole person.
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Next week we will look at How covenants were made in the
ancient world and specifically study God’s covenant with
Abraham
The main scripture passages if you want to familiarise your self
with them are:
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Key Bible passages
Gen 3:14-15
 Gen 12:1-4
 Gen 15:1-21
 Gen 22:16
 Hebrews 6:13-20
 1 Corinthians 11:23-34
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